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As our vast world shrinks into a progressively diverse global village we are, more often than not, called on to lead, work and teach in situations where there is more than one culture at play.
What is Cultural Intelligence and Why Does it Matter?
The expected role of the third party is also influenced by cultural dimensions ... Positional negotiation involves haggling over extreme positions without a clear understanding of underlying interests ...
Cross Cultural Conflict Resolution in Teams
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is looking for natural language processing technologies that will make it easier for the military to avoid the kind of cross-cultural problems that can ...
Can tech prevent cultural misunderstandings?
As the American workplace has become increasingly multicultural and business more international, cross-cultural communications ... poor responses and lack of understanding can invite charges ...
Cross Cultural Dimensions of Business Communication
Because my analysis of conflict management builds on my crosscultural investigation of conflict, first I shall present its argument, emphasizing the role of interests and interpretations (Ross 1993).
The Management of Conflict: Interpretations and Interests in Comparative Perspective
RIT game design and development students participated in a virtual cultural exchange this semester. Teams collaborated with students from Japan and other countries to create game prototypes, including ...
Cultural exchange goes virtual for international game prototyping course
It is increasingly important in our globalised world for people to successfully manage interpersonal relationships. This is the first book to tackle this vital topic, by taking an interdisciplinary ...
Intercultural Politeness
The Netflix show's protagonist is targeted by constant discrimination. The book series offers more insight into why.
Alina Starkov's Shu Ethnicity Is Key To Understanding the Cultural Tension in Shadow and Bone
Michele Gelfand, a cross-cultural ... wearing is a cultural norm — have been more effective at containing COVID-19. Such was the case in countries like Taiwan, which had the third-highest ...
What we’ve learned about leadership from the COVID-19 pandemic
However, culture is a complex and fluid concept with numerous ethnocultural communities, identities, and cross-cultural practices ... to support her blood sugar management. Her comfort food ...
Cultural Competence in Nutrition and Dietetics: What We Need to Know
But understanding how ... connected data can lead to healthy cultural shifts across an organization: It can be a resource for innovation, collaboration and cross-functional efforts, increase ...
Breaking Down Data Silos Takes A Cultural Shift
IPSec and SSL VPNs offer different pros and cons for network administrators and users. Read on for help with your decision.
Understanding VPNs: The Pros and Cons of IPSec and SSL
It’s a mistake to think of the sunset of third-party cookies as a marketing issue. After all, understanding your customers and delivering compelling experiences has everything to do with growing your ...
Why the entire C-suite must care about the demise of third-party cookies
The first thing to acknowledge is that the pandemic has sparked an extraordinary global surge in eCommerce activity of all kinds — and especially an increase in cross-border buying and selling.
What COVID-19 Means for Cross-Border Commerce
Outsourcing refers to a company contracting work to a third-party organization regardless ... at a shortlist of the most common ones: 1. Cross-cultural communication can lead to issues.
Three Myths About IT Outsourcing: How To Find A Credible Partner
The Bhopal School Of Social Sciences concluded it’s three days youth oriented international online cross cultural fest Abhisaran ... Dayal along with the event management team to handle ...
Online cross cultural fest ‘Abhisaran’ concludes
Key features include: Training in international business environments and financial markets, cross-cultural communication and negotiation, international human resource management, formulating and ...
Bachelor of Science in Global Business
According to McKinsey & Company, a United States-based management consulting firm ... Ken is driven by his passion to initiate cross-cultural dialogue and advance diversity, equity and inclusion.
Grand Rapids Chamber’s DEI training can help your company thrive
“Reaffirming our commitment to further Abu Dhabi’s cultural vision of tolerance and understanding, the Ramadan Series unites us all in our humanity. The series highlights the values of togetherness, ...
Abu Dhabi Festival is set to unite its audience in cultural spiritual journey during Ramadan
“Over the years, through this cross fertilization of ideas, ideals and cultures, ICCR has taken our millennia old civilizational and cultural ... Centre for Management Development (CMD).
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